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Preface 
-The thirtieth annual B. G. Rudolph Lecture in Judaic Studies was deliv 
-ered by Professor Ken Frieden on 5 October 1993. His essay, "A Cen 
tury in the Life of Sholem Aleichem's Tevye," inaugurates the new 
, 1963 series of B. G. Rudolph Lectures in Judaic Studies. Founded in 
-well before the Association for Jewish Studies was established, this se 
ries has included original work by many distinguished scholars. The 
first set of Rudolph Lectures was edited by A. Leland Jamison and 
printed by Syracuse University Press in 1977. A second set of Rudolph 
-Lectures was edited by Alan Berger and published by New York Uni 
. 1994 versity Press in 
With the present publication, Syracuse University Press launches 
e Press ןthe third series of B. G. Rudolph Lectures in Judaic Studies. TI 
expects to print individual essays by Dan Miron, Ruth Wisse, and Dan 
-Laor, based on their recent B. G. Rudolph Lectures at Syracuse Univer 
sity. In addition, Syracuse University Press is pleased to announce its 
-monograph series, edited by Ken Frieden and Harold Bloom, on "Ju 
". daic Traditions in Literature, Music, and Art 
-The Syracuse University Judaic Studies Program gratefully ac 
knowledges the generous assistance of private donors both from the 
-e extended community of Syracuse Univer ןSyracuse area and from tl 
v 
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sity benefactors. We especially thank Jay Rudolph and the Friends of 
the B. G. Rudolph Chair in Judaic Studies for actively supporting the 
Judaic Studies Program and the annual B. G. Rudolph Lectures in Ju-
daic Studies. 
A Century in the Life 
s Tevye יof SholeDl AleicheDl 
In the fall of 1894, Sholem Aleichem informed his friend and editor, 
Mordechai Spektor, that he was writing a short story entitled "Tevye 
the Oairyman." 1 After Spektor read and criticized this work, Sholem 
Aleichem responded: "Please don't be offended-the world will cer-
tainly like it. 1 don't know whether this is because the world knows 
more than you do, or because it knows nothing at all ." 2 A century later, 
it is clear that Sholem Aleichem' s confidence in Tevye' s popularity was 
justified. Tevye the Oairyman has experienced innumerable transmi-
grations since his arrival on the literary scene in 1894. His credits in 
myriad languages include remarkable appearances in print, on stage, 
and on the silver screen. This essay reconsiders the literary source 
(1894-1916) and three film adaptations in Yiddish (1939), English 
(1971), and Russian (1991) .3 
1. See Sholem Aleichem's letters of 21 and 26 Sept. 1894; 20 Oct. 1894; and 4, 7, and 10 
Nov. 1894. They were published in Der tog on 23 and 30 Sept. 1923 and reprinted in Di 
goldene keyt 56 (1 966): 16-21. After this lecture was written, Sholem Aleichem's collected 
Yiddish letters were reprinted. See Briv fun Sholem-Aleic/1em 1879-1916, ed. Abraham Lis 
(Tel Aviv: Beit SI10lem Aleichem and 1. L. Peretz-Farlag, 1995). 
2. Letter of 24 Nov. 1894, printed in Der tog on 7 Oct. 1923. 
3. 111 addition to these cinematic versions, a noteworthy Hebrew Tevye and His Seven 
1 
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Formally, the predominant literary feature of Sholem Aleichem's 
Tevye is first-person monologue, in the style of an oral presentation. 
Much of the character and drama of these stories derives from Tevye's 
way of narrating them in Yiddish. According to the fictional pretense, 
Tevye tells his tales to Sholem Aleichem, who purports to have tran-
scribed them word-for-word. The stage and film renditions dispense 
with this aspect of the narratives, while to varying degrees they retain 
the colloquial aura of Tevye's speech. A contrasting element of Tevye's 
oral delivery, usually present in film and stage versions, is his practice 
of quoting Hebrew phrases from traditional sources. This practice re-
flects the resourcefulness of the Yiddish language, which permits virtu-
ally unlimited borrowings from Hebrew. 
We should recall that, as the rabbis said about the biblical Job, Tevye 
never really existed, even if (as we know) the author based his charac-
ter on a living model. Sholem Aleichem's Tevye is no historical figure, 
and so it is inaccurate to speak of Tevye as having a "life." But it makes 
sense to speak about the life, or the afterlife, of Sholem Aleichem's fic-
tional work. The time is right to look back over one hundred years in 
the life of Sholem Aleichem's masterpiece, the collection of stories 
known as Tevye der milkhiker (Tevye the Dairyman).4 
-Oa!lgilters (Tuvia 11-shiv'a benotav, 1968) was produced in Israel by Menachem Golan. Hil 
lel Halkin created the most readable English version of the Tevye stories, although he 
-places his translations from Tevye's Hebrew sayings in endnotes, leaving italicized He 
brew phrases in the text to emphasize their distinctness. See Sholem Aleichem, Tevye the 
, Oairyman and the Railroad Stories, ed. and trans. Hillel Halkin (New York: Schocken 
, see Tevye's Oaughters, trans. Frances Butwin (New York: Crown 1987,ן). For comparisol 
, 1949), and Tevye the Oairyman al1d Otiler Stories, trans. Miriam Katz (Moscow: Raduga 
-1988). Katz's translation has been reprinted in the United States by }oseph Simon/Pan 
. gloss Press 
4. The metaphor "life" does apply to Sholem Aleichem's Tevye. In an essay called 
-e Task of the Translator," Walter Benjamin discusses the "afterlife" (Fortleben) of liter ןTI " 
ary works. Benjamin concentrates on certain aspects of literary reception, in particular 
-the way a book finds new readers and new meanings in translation. In readers' percep 
tions of Tevye throughout the past several generations, this literary work has lived for a 
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Sholem Aleichem did not originally intend to produce a full-blown 
epic of Tevye' s trials and tribulations. He started with a modest story 
some fifteen pages long, which he wrote late in 1894 and which was 
published the following year.5 This text opens with a letter from Tevye 
to Sholem Aleichem explaining how they supposedly came to know 
one another. Their meeting is also a meeting of representatives from 
the Kiev bourgeoisie and the working class from the countryside. In 
Sholem Aleichem's fiction, Kiev is called "Yehupetz," and Boyarka, the 
town where people from Kiev take their summer vacations, is called 
"Boiberik." Tevye describes the situation in his fictional letter ad-
dressed to the author: "In a village, alas, one becomes boorish. Who 
has time to study a sacred book or to learn a weekly reading of the 
Torah together with Rashi's commentary? It's lucky that summer 
comes along and the rich people of Yehupetz travel to their cabins in 
Boiberik. Then one can sometimes meet up with a refined person and 
hear wise words. Believe me, 1 remember well those days when you sat 
beside me in the forest and listened to all of my foolish stories." 6 Ac-
: century. See Walter Benjamin, "Die Aufgabe des Ubersetzers," in Charles Baudelaire 
, 4-1 . Tableaux parisiens, in Gesammelle Schriflen (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1980), vol 
11. In English, see "The Task of the Translator," in Illuminalions, ed. Hannah Arendt and 
. 71 ,) 1969 , trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Schocken 
-5. Sholem Aleichem, "Tevye der milkhiker" in Der hoyz-fraynd, ed. M. Spektor (War 
saw: Shuldberg, 1895), vol. 4, 63-80. A copy of Oer hoyz-fraynd containing "Tevye the 
Dairyman," found in the library of the Jewish Theological Seminary, is clearly dated 
. 1895; compare Guide 10 Yiddish Classics on Microfiche (Oi yidishe klasikers af mikrofish), ed 
Chone Shmeruk (New York: Clearwater, 1980). In "'Tevye der milkhiker'-le-toldoteha 
shel yetzira," Ha-sifrut 2 (Apr. 1978): 26-38, Chone Shmeruk gives the original date of 
publication as 1894 (27n. 9). According to information provided on the verso of the title 
s before Sholem ןis was montl ןpage, the volume passed the censor on 14 June 1894, but tl 
-Aleichem had written his Tevye story. See his letters to Mordechai Spektor from Septem 
, 1895 . ber to November 1894, and especially his reaction to Oer 110yz-fraynd 4, on 28 Jan 
printed in Oer tog on 7 Oct. 1923. Hence we might have celebrated the centennial of 
Tevye in 1994, based on when the first story was written, although its publication date 
. 1895 was 
. 64 :) 1895 ( 4 6. Oer hoyz-fraynd 
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cording to the premise of the story, Tevye respects Sholem Aleichem as 
-em values Tevye's narrative pow ןan educated man, and Sholem Aleicl 
ers. This encounter between different social milieus is part of the 
. meaning of the work 
e world did ןe brought Tevye into tl ןNot until several years after l 
Sholem Aleichem publish the second and third installments in what 
", then became a series.7 With his third Tevye story, "Today's Children 
he opened the five-act drama of fathers and daughters. From 1899 to 
 Sholem Aleichem experimented with five distinct scenarios, eacl ,1909ן
-g-willed daughters. Col ןof which revolves around one of Tevye's strol 
-lectively, the younger generation renounces the matchmaking institu 
, tion and the traditional world it represents. Tsaytl, the eldest daughter 
falls in love and marries a tailor instead of the butcher who makes 
Tevye a lucrative proposal." Against the backdrop of Russia's political 
turmoil in 1904, Tevye' s second daughter, Hodel, decides to marry her 
tutor, a revolutionary who is caught and exiled to Siberia." Few of the 
subsequent adaptations retell the stories of daughters number four and 
five, Shprintse and Beylke, each of whom experiences a tragic failure 
associated with money and the hierarchies of social class."1 By 1914, the 
; 8- 11 :) 1899 ( 3 . d no 7ן. Sholem Aleichem, "A b()ydem," Oer ylld 1, no. 1 (1899): 11 - 14 al 
. 5- 7 :) 1899 ( 12 . d no ןO. 11 (1899): 5- 7, al ןHayntike kinder," Ocr ylld 1, no. 10 (1899): 6- 8, I " 
d approved by ןslated by Y. D. Berkovitsh al ןe first Hebrew version, tral 8ן. In tl 
t ןIgnoral ןo Married al ןter WI ןem, this story was entitled "Tevye's Daugl ןolem Aleicl ןSI 
. 1,47- 67 . achar, 1911), vol ןMan." See Kitvci 5/10lcll1 Aleicllcll1 (Warsaw: Ha-sI 
d 6 Sept. 1904. "Hodel" immediately becalne a ןOC1' frnylld, 2, 4, al 9ן. See "Hodel," il 
let; see ןe story was reprinted the following year as a ten-kopeck pampl ןbestseller. TI 
-pre ן,by Berkovitsl ןe Hebrew title givel ןH()del (Warsaw: Bikher-far-ale, 1905),3-26. TI 
o Followed ןter WI ןem, was "Tevye's Daugl ןolem Aleicl ןconsultation with SI ןsumably il 
. 1,69-89 Her Husband." See Kitvei 5/110eln Aleicl,ell1 
tse," UI1zel'lebll, 16, 17,21, and 22 May 1907, and ןem, "Shpril ןAleicl 10ן. See Sholel1 
ese ןe Hebrew titles of tl ןTevye fort keyn Erets-[sroel," Oer fl·n.lflld, Feb.-Mar. 1909. TI " 
, Yןcomic irol ןd, witl ןtenced by Water" al ןo Was Sel ןtales became "Tevye's Daughter WI 
ess." See Kitvci 5/10/['111 Alcicl'CII'1 1, 109-27 and ןTevye's Daughter Who Rose to GreatI " 
-evi ןe tales about Tevye's datlghters, Berkovitsl ןese titles for tl ןg tl 129-49ן. By employil 
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author was sufficiently disillusioned by life in Czarist Russia that he 
penned the bitterest of the Tevye stories, "Get Thee Out" ("Lekh-
lekho"), in which all the Jews are evicted from Tevye's village. " 
Tevye's unfolding narrative revolves around his conflict with the 
modern world, as il1ustrated by each daughter's successive rebellion. 
That conflict reaches its climax in the story "Chava," when Chava mar-
ries a non-Jew. '2 No Yiddish text has evoked more intense emotions, 
and each generation of readers has responded to Chava's story in light 
of its own circumstances; these responses to Tevye reveal much about 
Sholem Aleichem's readers. The meaning of Tevye's history is insepa-
rable from the ways in which he has been received at different times. 
When Sholem Aleichem printed four volumes of his collected works 
in 1903, he could include only the three Tevye stories from 1894-99.13 
Neither this edition nor that of 1913 includes Tevye's letter to Sholem 
Aleichem that opens the 1894-95 story. It was, however, included in 
the posthumous "Folksfund edition" of Sholem Aleichem' s work pub-
lished in New York. The 1913 edition of his work includes the first 
seven stories; "Get Thee Out" ("Lekh-lekho") was not printed until the 
following year, and the final and weakest piece-called "Slippery" 
("Vekhalaklakoys")-was published in 1916. 14 Like other adaptors, 
Sholem Aleichem placed the drama of Tevye' s daughters in the lime-
light when he prepared his dramatic version of Tevye. 
erence upon Sholem Aleichem's רtly intended to impose a kind of continuity or col רוde 
. episodic succession of texts 
. 367-83 :) 1914 ( 3 i yudis!1C vclt 11 ,"ס. See Sholem Aleichem, "Lekh-Iekho 
12. Berkovitsh gave the Yiddish story "Chava" the Hebrew title "Tevye's Daughter 
tiles." Like "HodeI," it was reprinted in a רוWho Was Trapped [nis!1beta] Among the Ge 
, popular pamphlet, entitled C!1ava: Tcvye dcm milkhikcr's (Warsaw: Familien bibliotek 
.) 1909 
. 99-167 ,) 1903 , 13. See S!lo!eln-Alcic!1cln's alc vcrk (Warsaw: Folksbildung 
an. 1916. This title alludes 9ז , Var!1L'Y1 רוolem Aleichem, "Vekhalaklakoys," i 14ר. See SI 
rase in Psalms 35:6, "Let their path be dark and sIippery." For a helpfuI overview רto a pI 
". of the text history, see Shmeruk, '''Tevye der milkhiker'-Ie-toldoteha sheI yetzira 
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TO understand why the greatest humorist in Yiddish literary history 
occasionally painted such tragic pictures of Jewish life, we should note 
some relevant details in his own experience. 15 Sholem Aleichem was 
not eligible for higher education in Russian or Hebrew, and so, instead 
of studying, he accepted employment tutoring the daughter of the 
Loyevs, a family of wealthy Jewish landowners. His pupil, Olga, and 
Sholem Aleichem then enacted a drama like that of Hodel and her 
tutor. When the Loyev family discovered the real-life affair between 
student and teacher, they dismissed Sholem Aleichem. In spite of ob-
stacles posed by her father, Olga Loyev and Sholem Aleichem eventu-
ally married. A few years later, they inherited the estate of Olga's 
father. Soon after, in 1890, Sholem Aleichem lost everything on the 
Kiev stock exchange and fled from his creditors. (This reversal is re-
flected in Tevye's first two stories about gaining and losing a fortune.) 
Fifteen years later, the author left Kiev permanently, after witnessing 
the failed Russian revolution and subsequent pogroms in 1905. He 
reached New York in 1906, the same year that his story "Chava" was 
published. Although he remained in New York for two years, he never 
achieved success in the Second Avenue Yiddish theater. After returning 
to Europe in 1908, Sholem Aleichem was weakened by illness and 
shaken by the Beilis blood libel trial of 1913; the latter event probably 
influenced his decision to make the Chava story and "Get Thee Out" 
central to his dramatic version of Tevye, which he prepared in 
1914-15. 16 By 1914 Sholem Aleichem was back in New York, but he had 
-e fa 15ן. The author's real name was Sholem (or Solomon) Rabinovitsh. He chose tl 
is Yiddish ןas a vehicle for m()st of l ן"miliar pen name and persona "Sholem Aleichen 
o received a strong ןwl -ןe author Rabinovitsl ןOt confuse tl ןwritings. But we should l 
ool-with the folksy Yiddish persona of Sholem ןigh scl ןRussian education in a public l 
e accepted practice, 1 refer to ןAleichem. For c()nvenience, because this has become tl 
". e pers()na/ pseudonym as "Sholem Aleichem ןand-blood author and tl ן-the flesl ןbotl 
-a, Presence," Thc Uriel WCill ןAleykhem: Person, Persol ןCompare Dan Miron, "Sholen 
.) 1972 , rcich MCl110rial Lccture 1 (New York: YIVO Institute for ]ewish Research 
-Dick ןer, S/lolcln Alcicllcnl in the Tlleatcr (Madison, N.].: Fairleigl 16ן. See ]acob Weitzl 
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no luck in bringing Tevye to the Second Avenue stage. He even tried 
is hand at writing a silent film script of Tevye. Not until 1919, three ןl 
years after the author's death, did Tevye appear in a silent picture 
-Sholem Alei ן,and on the New York Yiddish stage. Y. D. Berkovitsl 
-chem's son-in-law and literary executor, prepared the significantly al 
tered 1919 stage script using the author's posthumously published 
17 . version 
A century later, we see Tevye as an archaic type; he reminds us of 
the sl1tetl world that no longer exists. But even in his prime, Tevye was 
-e ambigu ןem invested him with tl ןalready out of date. Sholem Aleicl 
-ous distinction of embodying a moribund species of patriarchy. His be 
lief, his customs, and his appearance all make Tevye a representative of 
the old order. Even more essential is his language: Tevye speaks a 
sonorous Yiddish laced with Hebrew phrases. Discussing Tevye and 
his potential effect on stage, Sholem Aleichem refers to his language 
 inso1ן Uןו iv. Press, 1994), 76. Tןו e arcןו ives of tlן e Beit Sholem Aleichem in Tel Aviv contaiןו
d intended to serve as the ןem, dated 1914 a1 ןוeic וem A וo ןוmanuscripts by S ןוtwo Russia 
 basis for siו ent fiו ms, as well as two Yiddish maןו uscripts of his dramatic versioןו
.) 1914-15 ( 
stage may be ןוe Yiddis 17ןו. Copies ()f Y. D. Berkovitsh's adaptation of Ti:vyc for t 
e Beit Sholem ןd at tl ןוa ןResearcl ןstitute for ]ewisl ןוe YJVO I ןוe archives at t ןd in tl ןוfou 
-of Tcvye tl1e Oair,lf ןוatic versio ןem's dran ןeicl וolem A ןin Tel Aviv. Compare SI תe1 ןAleicl 
Ale vL'rk !1111 5110lcI11 Aleicllcln, 28 vols. (New York: Folksfond ןוtained i ןis c01 ןicl ןIllall, wl 
em's ןolem Aleicl ןs of SI ןוis extensive revisio ןdiscusses l ןEdition, 1917- 23). Berkovitsl 
 stage versiolן of Tcvyc tl1e 0l1iryl111111 in the introductiolן to his Hebrew tra1ן ­slation, C01ן
,) 1942 , d trans. Y. D. Berkovitsh (Tel Aviv: Dvir ןוKitvei 5110lel11 Aleicllelll, ed. a ןed i1 ןtail 
vol. 12, 5-6. Berkovitsh's earlier Yiddish rendition scrved as the basis for Maurice 
g. According to A. H. Bialin, Mauricc 5cl11uartz 1111 der yidisl1er kljl1st ןוwartz's 1919 stagi ןScl 
1934), 116, the Yiddish Tevye tl1C Oairynll111 was premiered ןו,tcatel' (New York: Biderma 
pare ןeatre on 29 Aug. 1919. Con ןg Place TI ןוe Irvi ןwartz as Tevye at tl ןMaurice Scl ןwitl 
,) 1965 , omas Yoseloff ןin The Yiddisl1 TI1catrc il1 Alllericl1 (New York: TI ןו,David S. Lifso 
-Zilbertsvayg, Lcksik()11 !1111 yidisl111 tCl1ter, unbound galleys for an unpub ןa1 ןd Zaln 577ן, a1 
. 135 , ed volume ןlisl 
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"which no actor has ever dreamed possible-Tevye's language, with 
Tevye's Torah, and Tevye's sayings from the commentaries."]8 
The earliest Tevye story includes a description that Sholem Alei-
chem omits from later editions: "Tevye is a healthy Jew, with broad 
shoulders, and dark, thick hair; his age is hard to guess; he wears 
heavy boots .... Tevye is always ready to talk. He likes an honest say-
ing, a parable, a bit of Torah; he's neither a great scholar nor an ignora-
mus when it comes to the fine print." 19 Because Tevye' s Hebrew 
quotations are central to his character, Sholem Aleichem makes Tevye 
an obsessive quoter of Scripture, Midrash, and the prayer book. Tevye 
takes the art of quotation to such lengths that his wife and daughters 
complain that his learning fails to solve their mundane problems. The 
real issue is not what Tevye has in mind when he is quoting, however, 
but what Sholem Aleichem' s goals may have been. 
Berkovitsh describes his work in 1910 as Hebrew translator of the 
Tevye stories. He recalls Sholem Aleichem' s attachment to Hebrew quo-
tations: "At the start of my work, dealing with the first story, 1 had a 
hard battle with Sholem Aleichem himself. He read pages of the first 
draft by my side and occasionally brought me complete additional 
verses from the Bible and the Midrash; he begged that 1 incorporate 
them into the course of the story just as they were, with their flowery 
language. 1 opposed this with all my force." 2(1 Berkovitsh gives the im-
pression that Sholem Aleichem caused unnecessary problems for the 
translator by trying to place new quotations in the mouth of the He-
. 18. Letter to David Pinsky of 6 Feb. 1914, in Dos Sholem Aleicllem bukh, ed. Y. D 
. olem Aleichem Book Committee, 1926),251. Compare Ruth R ןBerkovitsh (New York: SI 
Wisse, "Sholem Aleichem and the Art of Communication," the B. C. Rudolph Lectures in 
udaic Studies (1980), reprinted in Judaism in the Modern W(Jrld, ed. Alan Berger (New ] 
. 177-94 ,) 1994 , York: New York Univ. Press 
. 67 ", 19. "Tevye der milkhiker 
. 846-47 ,) 1976 , 20. Y. D. Berkovitsh, Ha-risll'onim ki-vnci adam, 2d ed. (Tel Aviv: Dvir 
10 KEN FRIEDEN 
brew-speaking Tevye. Yet difficulties inevitably beset every translator 
-who attempts to convey Tevye's borrowed Hebrew quotations in a lan 
, guage other than Yiddish. Even without Sholem Aleichem' s meddling 
as described by Berkovitsh, Tevye's Hebrew quotations present special 
, problems for the translator. In the original text, Tevye speaks a fluid 
colloquial Yiddish that is punctuated by frequent allusions to Hebrew 
sayings. When Tevye's spoken language is already Hebrew-that is, in 
a Hebrew translation-these interlinguistic inserts lose much of their 
effect. In English translation, or in any other language, the reader misses 
-the disparity between Tevye' s Yiddish speech and his Hebrew quota 
e translator may employ quotation marks, italics, or resort to ןtions. TI 
. an archaic style in the language, but the true linguistic resonance is lost 
The artful use of quotations enabled Sholem Aleichem to overcome 
one of the main obstacles that confronted nineteenth-century Yiddish 
authors. Early Yiddish fiction lacked literary models, because Hebrew 
dominated the textuallandscape. For centuries Yiddish had been the 
predominant language of the home and marketplace, while Hebrew 
. was the language of the Bible, of rabbinic scholarship, and of prayer 
As a result, Ashkenazic Jews refer to Yiddish as the mother tongue 
mame-loshn), while Hebrew is recognized as the Holy tongue (leshon ( 
. ) ha-kodesh 
is state of affairs presented peculiar problems for Yiddish writers ןTI 
in the late nineteenth century. Their language was best established as a 
medium of oral communication. Yiddish writing lagged so far behind 
speaking that the rules of orthography were disputed well into the 
twentieth century, and some spellings are still being debated. This 
partly explains why Abramovitsh, Sholem Aleichem, and Peretz are 
-best remembered for their oral-style narratives. But the question re 
mained: how could they carry Yiddish fiction beyond mere emulation 
? of daily speech patterns 
-e technique of quota ןSholem Aleichem had the insight to see that tl 
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tion could provide an answer. By making Tevye an incessant quoter in 
Hebrew and Aramaic, he situates him in relation to the dominant tra-
ditions of Judaic literacy. Hence Tevye's monologues masterfully com-
bine the inflections of oral speech with the intricacy of intertextual 
allusions. This gives literary depth to what might otherwise come 
across as a nai:ve, or even a primitive, rendition of life in the shtetl. That 
is the weak point in some later adaptations. They make Tevye out to be 
a lovable, unreflective ignoramus, whereas in Sholem Aleichem's texts 
he is a traditionally schooled Jewish man who sometimes doubts tradi-
tion. His rebellious daughters act out the dilemmas of modernity, 
which he himself recognizes and debates privately. 
In 1939, Maurice Schwartz introduced Tevye into (talking) film his-
tory. The Broadway musical Fiddler on the Roof was a 1964 hit, and the 
Hollywood movie starring Topol was released in 1971. Since then there 
have been countless stagings. An interesting cinematic twist came in 
1991, when the Russian director Dmitri Astrakham produced an inno-
vative adaptation of Tevye entitled Get Thee Out! 
Maurice Schwartz played the role of Tevye in the 1939 Yiddish film. 
This remarkable movie was based on two prior works by Schwartz 
from two decades before: the 1919 silent picture called Khavah (or Bro-
ken Barriers) and the 1919 stage production of Tevye in which Schwartz 
starred.2 1 J. Hoberman, in his discussion of the 1939 film Tevye empha-
sizes its historical context: "After three weeks of rehearsal on the stage 
of the Yiddish Art Theater, shooting began on a 130-acre potato farm 
near Jericho, Long Island. On August 23, midway through the shoot, 
Hitler seized Danzig. A Nazi invasion of Poland seemed imminent. 
21. See J. H()berman, Bridge l)! Light: Yiddis/l Fil,n Betlueen TIUO Worlds (New York: Mu-
seum of Modern Art and Schocken, 1991),53-54. See also Judith N. Goldberg, La!lghter 
Thro!lgll Tears: TllC Yiddish Cinelna (East Brunswick, N.J.: Associated University Presses, 
1983),97-98. 
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The next day, the newspapers carried the mind-boggling news that 
German foreign minister von Ribbentrop was en route to Moscow to 
conclude a nonaggression pact." 22 This political environment directly 
affected the actors. Hoberman also explains the impact of political 
events on the film production: "Political tensions and the deterioration 
of the European situation were felt, as well, on the set of Tevye. Many 
of those involved in the production had family in Poland; some were 
anxious to return. Leon Liebgold booked passage on a boat leaving 
for Poland on August 31. But Tevye had fallen behind schedule-a 
number of scenes had been ruined due to the location's proximity to 
Mitchell Airfield. Although his visa had expired, Liebgold was com-
pelled to postpone his departure. The next day, the Nazis invaded 
Poland." 23 The animosity toward gentiles that characterizes parts of 
the film is probably an indirect reaction to the Nazis' rise to power in 
Europe. 
In the 1939 film, as Tevye returns home from his work delivering 
dairy products, he greets the family with his usual barrage of quota-
tions. When his wife objects to Tevye bringing a book for Chava, he 
responds: 
TEVYE. My dear Golde, we've already agreed that one doesn't 
meddle in my affairs. As it is written, she/i she/okh, she/okh she/i. 
What is yours is mine, and what is mine is yours. 
GOLDE. Nu, let's go eat. Come, eat. You're probably hungry ... 
TEVYE. You're right, my wife. As it is written, im eyn keymekh, eyn 
toyre.24 
. 304-5 , 22. Hoberman, Bridge 01 Light 
. 305 ,. 23. Ibid 
" 24. Tevye's final Hebrew phrase means, "If there is no bread, there is no Torah 
Eti1ics 01 the Fathers 3:17). His prior quotation, sheli si1eiokh, sheiokh sheii, derives from ( 
Eti1ics 01 the Fathers 5:13. Translations of the dialogues are based on the 1939 Yiddish film 
g Maurice Schwartz. It is available in video format from the ןTevye, directed by and starril 
. National Center for Jewish Film, located at Brandeis University 
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wartz as Tevye regales רfilm Tevye, Maurice Scl רIn the 1939 Yiddisl 
-cient rabbinic quotations. Courtesy of the Na רal רhis family witl 
. tional Center for Jewish Film, Brandeis University 
-ey sit to eat, Tevye resumes the conversation. Chava's book רLater, as tl 
ness poses a potential threat of secularism, so Tevye asks about the רisl 
: g רe is readil רbooks sl 
 TEVYE. Nu, CIר ava, wlר at do your books preacl?ר
er, we've already agreed thi1t one doesn't meddle in רCHAVA. Fatl 
my i1ffi1irs. As it is written, Sl1CLi sheLokl1, sheLokl1 shelokl1 ... (ALl 
). iaflgh 
25 ! TEVYE. Spoken like i1 true ignori1mus 
ives at the YIVO ךeatre Arcl ךArt TI ךwartz Yiddisl ךthe Maurice Scl ךe film script il 25ך. TI 
creased Tevye's and Chava's ךwartz il ךat Scl ךows tl 20ך- 22, sl ך,stitllte for Jewish Researcl ךII 
the earlier stage ךe film, drawing UP01 ךe pr()duced tl ךes as l ךese scel ךuse ()f quotations in tl 
. dering ךrC1 
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In the 1939 Yiddish film Tevye, Miriam Riselle as Chava tries to 
copy Tevye's Hebrew quotation. Courtesy of the National Center 
for Jewish Film, Brandeis University. 
-e es רIn an exchange that is based on the stage version rather than on tl 
-tablished screenplay, Chava (Miriam Riselle) evades her father's in 
quiry by attempting to emulate his speech.26 But in failing to do this 
correctly, she shows that she is out of touch with Tevye's Hebrew 
. references 
Chava's subsequent rebellion against tradition becomes the focal 
point of most adaptations. When Tevye quotes Scripture and rabbinic 
sayings, he underscores his link to the Jewish past. In contrast, when 
-e YIVO Insti ךof Tevye dcr milkhiker in tl 26ן. See the typescript of Berkovitsh's versiOl 
. 12-14 , ives, play no. 17.3.2 from Tsile Adler's collection ןtute for ]ewish Research arcl 
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Chava becomes attracted to Russian culture, she reflects the dilemma 
-ewish identity. Tevye, however, is inc1ined to see intermar זof modern 
riage as the point of no return. When Chava converts to Christianity 
ew, he performs the havdalah ritua1 and then -זand marries a non 
mourns her as if she has died. 27 In the 1939 fi1m, Maurice Schwartz 
. p1ays the pathos of this moment for a11 it is worth 
European anti-Semitism in 1939 inf1uences Schwartz's Tevye to see 
ews are זno prospect of reconci1iation with his daughter. But as the 
, being thrown out of town, Chava 1eaves her husband, returns home 
ewish tradition. She does this by using זand reasserts her bond to the 
-Tevye's own technique of quotation. Tevye, as p1ayed by Schwartz, rec 
-ognizes Chava's al1usion to the bib1ica1 Book of Ruth, a1though he mis 
: taken1y associates it with Ecc1esiastes 
. ever returns רTEVYE. 1 tell you that whoever leaves our people l 
The branch that is torn off from the tree must dry up, and the leaf 
. that falls must rot 
CHAVA. Father, 1 wasn't torn off. 1 didn't fall. Nothing the priest 
said touched my soul. My soul has remained yours, as it always 
was. 
! TEVYE. But she converted to Christianity. Go away 
CHAVA. No, 1 didn't convert. Every minute 1 thought of you and 
] longed for you. It seemed to me that out there [with the non-Jews 
everythin?; was more beautiful and better than among us. But this 
d deeper. Only now do רwas a mistake. Your ancient faith is truer al 
1 know this. Only now do 1 understand this. Father, 1 want to come 
. home. 1 can't live without you any longer. My soul belongs to you 
Wherever you go, 1 will go. Your life is my life, your misfortune is 
. my misfortune 
27. See "Chava," in Gants Tevye der Inilkl1iker, in Ale verk !U11 SI101em Aleichem 5, 133. 
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A sobered Chava in Tevye reaffirms her bond to her family, allud-
ing to the Book of Ruth. Courtesy of the National Center for Jew-
ish Film, Brandeis University. 
. TEVYE. Our life is her life, and our misfortune is her misfortune 
Master of the Universe, that's exactly what we say in the holy 
Book of Esther [megile]. What am 1 saying, in the Megile? 1 think 
er ןit's in Ecclesiastes, yes, in Ecclesiastes: Arni alnekl1; our God is I 
God. Those are words. That's how Tevye's daughters should 
28 ! speak 
-28. Translated from one of the concluding scenes in the 1939 Yiddish film ()f TCV!IC, di 
-e film closely fol ךwartz. In this emotional reunion, tl ןrected by and starring Maurice Scl 
lows the screenplay. Megile literally means "scroll" and could also refer to the Book of 
S ךere are two obvious reaSOl ךRuth, but it more commonly denotes the Book of Esther. T1 
ow Tevye incorrectly identifying the scriptural allusion in ךfor Schwartz's decision to sl 
, draws from the stage version (YIVO script, 85). First, like Berkovitsh ךis scene, whicl ךtl 
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ewish identity. In זBy alluding to the Book of Ruth, Chava reaffirms her 
, the Book of Ruth, Naomi tells her two Moabite daughters-in-law 
whose husbands have died, that they should return to their gentile 
families. But Ruth insists on remaining with Naomi, and at this point 
-she says that "wherever you go, 1 will go ... your people are my peo 
ple and your God is my God." 29 Chava poignantly figures herself in the 
, udaism. Before returning home זtradition of a prominent convert to 
-ewish world of her hus -זhowever, Chava has had to renounce the non 
, band. Her allusion to Ruth is the decisive means of reaching Tevye 
-who cries out: "That's how Tevye's daughters should speak!" Quo 
tation comes across as the primary means of preserving a link to 
. udaism ז
Fiddler on the Roo[ parts ways with the Yiddish Tevyes of Sholem 
Aleichem, Berkovitsh, and Schwartz. In the 1971 film (based on the 
erome Robbins), Norman זoseph Stein and 1964ז Broadway musical by 
-ewison takes a more liberal approach to intermarriage and its conse ז
quences. Not only had times changed, but the English-language film 
was intended for a broader audience than the 1939 Yiddish-language 
. film 
The Chava story "reveals most sharply the evolution of Tevye and 
-how each new adaptation struggled with the problem of breaching tra 
1971 dition." 30 As in the 1939 film, Tevye, played by Chaim Topol in the 
he did not want to distort the image of Tevye by making him appear as a full-fledged 
Bible scholar. Second, he chose to lighten this scene, lending it a measure of comic relief 
even at the moment of greatest seriousness. Sholem Aleichem's original stage version 
contains Chava's allusion to Ruth but not Tevye's misattribution. See Tevye der milkhiker, 
in Ale verk fun Sholem Aleichem 25,234. 
29. Ruth 1:16. 
30. Seth L. Wolitz, "The Americanization of Tevye, or Boarding the Jewish Mayf/ower," 
in American Quarterly 40 (1988): 528. Compare Eric A. Goldman, Visions, Images, and 
Dreams (Teaneck, N. J.: Ergo Media, 1988), 124-27. 
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Tevye accepts Chava's biblical allusion as evidence of her re-
newed Jewish identity, in Tevye. Courtesy of the National Center 
for Jewish Film, Brandeis University. 
film, initially rejects Chava after she converts to Christianity. Chava ap-
proaches him and is rebuffed: 
CHAVA. Papa. Papa? Papa, l've been looking everywhere for you 
.. . (Tevye begins to turn azuay.) 
CHAVA. Papa, stop! At least listen to me. Papa, 1 beg you to ac-
cept us. 
TEVYE. (Inwardly.) Accept them? How can 1 accept them? Can 1 
deny everything 1 believe in? On the other hand, can 1 deny my 
own daughter? lf 1 try and bend that far, 1'11 break. On the other 
hand .. . (Aloud .) No. There is no other hand! No, Chava. No ... 
CHAVA. But, Papa! 
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-Topol as Tevye re ן,In the 1971 Hollywood filrn Fiddler on the Roo 
-jects Chava after she rnarries a non-Jew: "No, Chava. No." Copy 
, right 1971 by Mirisch Productions, Inc., and Cartier Productions 
. Inc. AII Rights Reserved 
TEVYE. No, no. 
CHAVA. Papa! (Tevye turns away pushing his cart.)JI 
Camera angles suggest the emotional meaning of this scene. As Tevye 
decides to reject his daughter, the camera moves back from close-ups 
to long shots. 
At the conclusion of Jewison's film, Chava and her non-Jewish hus-
31. From the 1971 film directed by Norman Jewison. Compare the nearly identical 
, New York: Limelight Editions ( ןscene in the musical theater version, Fiddler on the Roo 
. 135-36 ,) 1992 
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In the 1971 Hollywood film Fiddler on the Rooj, Chava and her hus-
band leave the village: "Papa, we came to say goodbye." Copy-
right 1971 by Mirisch Productions, Inc., and Cartier ProductioJ.!s, 
Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
band are determined to stay married. Although they decide to leave 
the village because of its cruelty to the Jews, they leave together. The 
American milieu perhaps demanded this partiallegitimation of inter-
marriage: 
CHAVA . Papa, we came to say goodbye. We're also leaving this 
. place. We're going to Cracow 
FYEDKA. We cannot stay among people who can do such things 
. to others 
. OW that ןCHAVA. We wanted you to kl 
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FYEDKA. Some are driven away by edicts; others, by silence. 
(Tevye struggles to ignore them as he packs the wagon.) 
CHAVA. Goodbye, Papa, Mama. 
FYEDKA. Come, Chava. 
TSAYTL. Goodbye, Chava, Fyedka. 
TEVYE. (Under his breath.) And God be with you." 
-Topol as Tevye gives Chava a blessing, but he does so in a way that es 
capes her notice. This is at variance with the Broadway script, in which 
, the stage directions indicate that Tevye speaks these words to Tsaytl 
, under his breath." In the film נprompting her [to repeat this blessing " 
it is Golde who makes the gesture to Tsaytl after Tevye speaks the 
. words 
Fiddler on the Rooj is not the only remake that takes liberties with 
Sholem Aleichem's text. Each successive generation has created a new 
Tevye to suit its needs, and Chava's rebellion has different implications 
. for every adaptation 
-The most recent, and in some ways the most interesting, film in 
spired by Tevye was made by the Russian director Dmitri Astrakham 
in 1991. The Russian title Izydi! is archaically translated in the subtitled 
. 12 version as Get Thee Out!, refiecting the biblical allusion to Genesis 
In turn, this title is drawn from Sholem Aleichem's penultimate Tevye 
story, "Lekh-lekho." Like Sholem Aleichem's 1914 Yiddish story, the 
e destruction of Tevye's ןRussian film narrates events leading to tl 
community. Among other historical contexts, the anti-Semitic actions 
of Pamyat may have influenced the filmmaker, who focuses on the 
pogrom violence more than any other producer had done. Prior to 
showing the expulsion of the Jews, however, the film retells the story 
32. Here again the film replicates the dialogue in the Broadway Fiddler on the Roof, 
150-51. 
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of Chava. The names have been altered. Tevye becomes Motl 
Solomonovitsh Rabinovitsh, which means "Motl, Son of Solomon Ra-
binovitsh." That is, Motl is a newborn progeny of the man Solomon 
Rabinovitsh-and of the author Sholem Aleichem. A century later, 
Tevye lives on in this rendition and in other new forms. 
The Russian film conveys the impression that the Jews are not so 
different from their neighbors. From 1914 to 1939, Chava renounced 
her non-Jewish in-laws before she regained Tevye's acceptance; in the 
1960s and 1970s, a strong-willed and Americanized Chava could keep 
her non-Jewish husband and go into exile with him. In 1991, As-
trakham tells us that Jews and non-Jews can live together and even join 
forces in opposition to destructive elements. At the same time, the 
Russian adaptation alludes to the fiction of Isaac Babel and reworks 
many elements of the stage and film history. Visually, one striking in-
stance involves the use of idyllic river scenes in connection with the ro-
mances of Tevye's daughters Hodel (in Fiddler on the Roof) and Chava 
(in the Russian film Get Thee Out!). 
Both families are shocked initially by the young couple's clandes-
tine wedding. But they soon come to an understanding and the fami-
lies are reconciled. Raising his hands in a kind of blessing, Tevye/Motl 
pronounces his two Hebrew words in the film: Mazel tov! Chava and 
her husband step forward to receive his blessing. The tensions have 
been smoothed over until there is a resurgence of anti-Semitism. 
As pogromniks approach the village on a slow-moving truck, the 
gentile father-in-law helps the Jewish family load up a wagon and pre-
pare to steal away through the forest, because the non-Jewish in-laws 
plan for them to hide at a farm. Thus, in 1991, the Russian-Jewish 
daughter need not leave her husband to brave exile with her family. 
Nor, like Chava in the 1964 Broadway and 1971 Hollywood versions, 
must she be separated from her family. Instead, the enlightened plan is 
for the couple to stay together-with support from both families. 
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In the 1991 Russian film Get Thee Out! Chava's father accepts 
her marriage and wishes her "Mazel tov!" Courtesy of First Run 
Features. 
At this moment, the Russian filmmaker opts for an even more radi-
cal break from the original stories by Sholem Aleichem. Overcome by 
rage against the hoodlum pogromniks, Tevye/Motl stands up against 
them. Accompanied by the eerie music of a marching band, the truck 
edges forward through the mist; the music then abruptly shifts to a 
heroic, apocalyptic roar. In the final scene, after the in-laws try to hold 
Tevye/Motl back from what seems like a suicidal effort at resistance, 
they ultimately join him. 
The new Tevye, alias Motl, no longer relies on faith alone. His 
courage and the non-Jews' solidarity displace Broadway and Holly-
wood nostalgia with collective heroism. The key issue is neither prox-
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imity to the literary source nor historical accuracy. In conformity with 
its implicit ideology, the Russian adaptation strives to show that the di-
visions between Jews and non-Jews can be overcome. Moreover, this 
film concludes with a plea for joint resistance against nationalistic vio-
lence. Some viewers may be skeptical of this message, but it is legiti-
mate for the filmmaker to recreate Tevye for his own time and place. As 
we have seen, each version conveys an ideology; in any event, readers 
always reimagine fictional characters to suit their needs. 
What has happened to Tevye's Hebrew quotations? Maurice 
Schwartz as a Yiddish-speaking Tevye was able to imbed Hebrew quo-
tations in his portrayal. But the American and Russian Tevyes would 
have lost most of their audiences if they had used Hebrew extensively. 
And too much religious content would threaten to undermine the uni-
versalistic message of the Russian film. Its quotations are visual rather 
than scriptural, referring back to the history of prior Tevyes on stage 
and screen. 
To Seth Wolitz, Tevye "appears as the quintessential Eastern Euro-
pean Jewish folk type defending 'tradition' to his peers yet privately 
questioning God's ways. His hopes, doubts, experiences and reactions 
reflect a traditional culture under siege internally and externally." 33 
He adds, astutely, that Sholem Aleichem "chose the theme of roman-
tic love as the narrative ploy most likely to reveal the disruptive force 
of the new at the very heart of the traditional Jewish collective: the 
family."34 
Thus quotation and intermarriage represent two sides of the conflict 
between generations. In the 1939 film, Tevye rejects Chava after she in-
termarries, but he accepts her when she returns repentant and alludes 
to the Bible. In the 1971 film, Tevye retains his link to tradition and re-
33. Wolitz, "The Americanization of Tevye," 515. 
34. Ibid., 517. 
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jects Chava, but she never renounces her independent path. In the 1991 
film, a Tevye who no longer quotes Scripture quickly accepts the inter-
married Chava. As the importance of quotation diminishes, the accep-
tance of intermarriage increases. 
Viewers of these film adaptations may wonder what happens in the 
original Tevye written by Sholem Aleichem. In his 1914 story "Lekh-
lekho," or "Get Thee Out" (like the Russian film), Tevye leaves the con-
clusion of the tale up to Sholem Aleichem and the reader. After he 
relates the scene in which Chava comes back and begs forgiveness, 
Tevye asks: "What do you say, Mr. Sholem Aleichem? You're a man 
who writes books and gives the world advice-so you tell me, what 
should Tevye have done?" 35 This open-ended literary source left it for 
later playwrights, directors, and filmmakers to create their own end-
ings. In his stage version, Sholem Aleichem himself opted for a 
reconciliation. 
This trajectory takes us through some turning points during "a cen-
tury in the life of Sholem Aleichem's Tevye." Sholem Aleichem's fiction 
continues in forms that speak anew to audiences around the world. 
These very different images of Tevye may not correspond to what the 
author had in mind, but-as rabbinic tradition uses great ingenuity in 
reinterpreting Scripture-our evolving literary, stage, and film tradi-
tions recreate the classics for future generations. 
35. See "Lekh-Jekho," in Di yudishe velt 3 (1914): 383, and Gants Tevye der milkhiker, 
220. 
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